
1/27/76 

Dear David terry, 

You can obtain the Warren Commission transcripts from the National Archives for 
150 a Rage. This will add up to) a considerablia sum. 

Those that -ware not suviiressod will interest you little, cost you much, and 
where they :nay 	siGnificance, there is no a great likelihood that without an 
enormous amount of work you'll be able to pertIvive it. 

	

You can get the more important ones, 	facsimile, those I got by FICA suit, 
plus what is relevant, plus excerpts from the ?earlier transcripts, for less ia. 
WEITFill= IV, which has tma what would cost :,74:*1 S15 at the Archives, and one I got 
after I printed this hook in Post Mrt:1m, wholoe pgrin there are pages fro-' others 
plus documents I think will mean more to you then the transcripts, clozi to 200 

	

. 	.  
pages of them.• --- 

The mat.)rial i5 enormous. As a student thero is no real possibility of your 
making an c-rie-nal probe and there is a real:', robability of getting bogged down if 
you try. 

It is not that I'm trying to sell you the becks. If I wore I'd not bother 
with a letter when I have so little time and am ill. 

Bather is it that I think you'll get j:,:lach more from the books. *Lou can but the 
entire series for less than the cost of all }the pagcs,of 411  the oxecutive sessions. 

' 	-•• 	 . 
Please tell -Mir. 2atro that I have filed suit for the remaining suppressed 

transcripts, two full ones and 10 -pages of :Wiozher. 

Jackie's suppressed testimony also i;$ in Post Mortem. 

Please believe Me, this is z.ush too 'complicated for you to start out with 
the transcripts. You not understand enough ;'and much is irrelevant. There arc also 
factual errors you'd net be able to i(lentify.  

Sincerely, 

(6, 	A 



DEAR MR. WEIS BERG 

I AM INTERESTED IN OBTAINING WRITTEN TRANSCRIPTS 0? THE WARREN 

COMMISSION WHICH HAVE RECENTLY B381'7 r7CLASSIFI3n 3 TtL AROIVES. 

I WAS REFERED TO YOU' BY MY ENGLISH =ACHIM EVYIN TATROWHO TOTED ME THAT 

YOU WERE ONE OF THE BEST AUTHORS OK THE ASSASSIFATIOY OF .7.F.E. IN 

DALLAS.. 

ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MEY HAVE ON HOW I CAN OBTaIN THE ITEMS ABOVE OR 

ANY OTHER DOUCUMENTS FROM THE AROIVES WOULD 33 GREATLY APPRECIATED, 

THAN1(*YOU VERY MUCH.  

DAVID TERRY 
102 sumaim ST. 

Q.CCTINCY MASS. 

O. 2 1. 6 G: 


